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             Community Language – Chinese                    Year 3                

                                                  2021 Learning from Home 

                            Term 3 Week 5                          Name:    
 

Please glue all your Chinese worksheets in your Chinese book so you can show me your 

lovely work when we are back at school. 

Let’s have fun with this week’s activities. Try to finish this by Thursday. 

Start with writing the date as we always do in Chinese classes. Write the short date for 

today _________________________. Now write the Chinese date with the weather. 

今 天 是     年  月 

  日 星 期  。    

 

天 气 ：     

L.I.: Chinese animal 中
zhōng

国
guó

 的 动物 

S.C.: - I can say and write 中国. 

         - I can name at least two Chinese animals. 

We learned about the panda last term. Do you still remember how to say the Chinese 

name?  

Well done, it is 熊
xióng

猫
māo

. We know 熊 means bear as in wombat 袋
dài

熊
xióng

. The panda looks like 

a bear but it is in black and white. The second Chinese character 猫 means cat. Remember 

what sound does the cat make? The pronunciation is very similar to the cat’s miao.  

Now let’s learn more about other Chinese animals.  

Scan this  to go to YouTube to watch the video and be prepared to answer the 

questions below. If the QR code does not work, go to you Tube and type in ‘Chinese 

animals’ click on the one that says ‘Chinese Animals | Animals for Kids | Wild Animals’.  

1. What do pandas mainly eat? 

________________________________________________________________________ 

2. The panda looks like which kind of animal that lives in a very cold part of the world? 

________________________________________________________________________ 
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3. What is the mythical legendary animal that is a symbol of China? 

   _________________________________________________________________________ 

4. Which Chinese animal is your favourite? 

   _________________________________________________________________________ 

5. Name two Chinese animals.  

    _________________________________________________________________________ 

Try to say the two animals in Chinese. Go to the online Yabla Chinese dictionary for 

help.   

Google ‘Yabla Chinese’ and go to Chinese English Pinyin Dictionary.     

 You can type the English word or the pinyin to search,   

   for example, dragon.  

  Click on  and you can hear the pronunciation.  

Now practise writing the Chinese characters below: 中
zhōng

国
guó

龙
lóng

 the Chinese dragon 

   middle 

中
zhōng

 
    

  kingdom 

国
guó

 
        

  dragon 

龙
lóng

 
        

          Thank you for your effort. Three stars for you !   


